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Gender issues, literature, and XC
skiing among new club themes
Danny Davis

for The Lawrentian

__________________________________

Dr. Betts begins his lecture to a large crowd at Wriston Auditorium after an introduction by Claudena Skran, Professor of Government.
Photo by Katie Crawford

Humanitarian innovation in refugee camps
examined in first Povolny Series lecture
Alyssa Villaire
News Editor

_______________________

The entrance of the private
sector into the field of humanitarianism was explored during a
lecture given on Tuesday, Oct. 1 by
Alexander Betts, Ph.D., a lecturer
in Refugees and Forced Migration
for the Humanitarian Innovation
Project at the University of
Oxford. Dr. Betts’ lecture, titled
“Humanitarian
Innovation:
Refugees, Technology and the
Private Sector,” was the first in this
year’s Mojmir Povolny Lecture
Series in International Studies.
The lecture gave an overview
of research currently being conducted in refugee communities by

Dr. Betts, who also holds the title of
Hedley Burch Research Fellow in
International Relations at Oxford.
The Wriston Auditorium was full
of students and professors from a
variety of departments, including
government, economics, history,
mathematics and physics.
Dr. Betts’ research takes
place largely in Uganda, where he
and his team have made observations of how technology plays a
role in the daily lives of refugees.
Most importantly, their research
has tried to describe how the private sector might have a bigger
hand in facilitating the entrepreneurial ambitions of the refugees,
who want to start businesses in
their temporary communities but
are not given the resources.

Dr. Betts was initially moved
to do research on refugee issues
during an internship as an undergraduate. For a summer, he had the
opportunity to work at a reception center for asylum seekers
and refugees in the Netherlands.
“What struck me most,” he
said of his experience, “was that
there were extremely talented
people—doctors, lawyers, nurses—who, because of the circumstances in the Netherlands where
they were hosted, had no right to
work and no freedom of movement. That was one of the things
that inspired me […] not pity, but
the sense of opportunity—the
sense of currently lost opportu-

Appleton Octoberfest has been
occurring annually since 1981,
when the Appleton Downtown
Retail Association—now Appleton
Downtown Inc.—and the Fox
Cities Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, Inc. were looking for
ways to promote the image of the
community and to showcase local
businesses.
On Friday evening, Sept. 27,
as part of the Octoberfest festivities, 400 classic cars were shown
on College Avenue for License to
Cruise, a classic car show. This
component of the festival was
added in 1990 in an effort to
expand the festival.
During the car show, a few
restaurants sold food to those
attending. Sophomore Dakota
Carlson, a student who works at
the Wooden Nickel, worked a shift
during the car show. “It was amaz-

ing to see so many people out
and about,” she said in reference
to the crowd drawn by the car
show. “I came last year but I had
no idea just how big Octoberfest
could get.”
The Wooden Nickel was just
one local business out on college
for Octoberfest. Many other local
restaurants and businesses were
impacted by Octoberfest and it
seems as if they have benefitted
from it in the way that the original
planners intended.
Monika Austin, owner of
College Avenue resale “butik,”
Beatnik Betty’s, commented that
“Octoberfest is always one of the
busiest times of the year and
everyone always seems to be in a
good mood.”
The workers at Aspen Coffee
agreed that Octoberfest is also one

See page 2

With campus well into Fall
Term, it has never been a better
time for Lawrentians to start considering the wealth of extracurricular activities the school has
to offer. Aside from the dozens of
clubs returning to campus next
year, there are several new organizations as diverse as the Lawrence
community itself.
One organization new to
campus this year is the Student
Coalition against Gender Based
Violence. The organization, created by Sophie Durbin ‘14, aims
to train students in advocating
awareness against gender-based
violence. Members of this club will
take part in sensitivity training to
raise awareness of this issue, as
well as getting them involved with
local nonprofits such as Harbor
House, which provides housing and advocacy for victims of
domestic violence.
According to Durbin, there
were a number of students who
were interested in taking an active
role in the prevention of genderbased violence in addition to making the issues more well-known
on campus. The organization
hopes to benefit other students by
organizing training for individuals not part of the club, such as
athletes in a team environment or
international students who may
be unfamiliar with certain aspects
of American college culture.
Durbin is looking to attract anybody who agrees that the awareness of gender-based violence is
an important issue facing college
campuses. If you’re interested in

joining, you can email Durbin at
sophie.k.durbin@lawrence.edu.
Those interested in an intense,
physically demanding outdoor
experience—and who are not
opposed to the frosty Wisconsin
winters—may be interested in the
Lawrence University Nordic Ski
Team. Founded by Liam Hoy ‘16,
the Nordic Ski team offers multiple practices a week, as well as
opportunities to compete in various races offered in the Appleton
community. Those new to crosscountry skiing will not need to
provide their own equipment.
Clinics will be offered to individuals who would like to get better
at the sport. The group is open to
all members of campus. Practices
will be offered once it begins to
snow, as well as preseason workouts on Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
Fridays, and Saturdays. Anybody
interested can send an email to
liam.f.hoy@lawrence.edu.
Another student organization new to campus this year is
the Lawrence University Literary
Society. According to founder
Thomas Sasani ‘15, the Literary
Society is a book club focused
more on discussion than a traditional book club. Additionally,
the Literary Society is not constrained to just books. Sasani will
also include other media sources
such as news articles, pieces of
music and films. He hopes the
society will attract students of all
academic backgrounds who enjoy
discussing pieces of literature and
media. In addition to students,
Sasani hopes to extend invitations
to members of Lawrence’s faculty

See page 2

Students celebrate fall at Octoberfest, Appleton’s largest block party
Rose Nelson

Staff Writer

________________________

Appleton’s
annual
Octoberfest took place this past
weekend. The fair consisted of
License to Cruise, a variety of concerts and musical acts and the
Saturday block party, which was
full of Arts and Crafts vendors, as
well as food booths sponsored by
both local non-profit groups and
local restaurants. Lawrentians
involved themselves in the festivities in a variety of ways, from
working to giving demonstrations
for clubs.
Octoberfest is an annual fair is based on Germany’s
Octoberfest, the world’s largest
fair. The late-September tradition
has spread around the world. The
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Rowers celebrate 25th anniversary and Milwaukee-Downer heritage
Haley Macduff
Staff Writer

_____________________

On Saturday, Spet. 28, the
Lawrence Rowing Team hosted
the LU Rowing Anniversary party,
celebrating 25 years of the club
sport’s presence at Lawrence and
nearly 70 years of MilwaukeeDowner College rowing history.
Senior Will Melnick, boatmaster, explained that MilwaukeeDowner students were required
to take part in an athletic pursuit
and crew was one of two sports
offered. With more than half of the

Povolny

continued from page 1
nity. That if we could empower
such people, the response to refugees and displaced communities
could be very different from how
it is today.”
Some years later, Dr. Betts
spent some time at Stanford
University, “surrounded by entrepreneurs and technos.” It was here
that he realized that the private
sector could actually be very useful in helping refugees reach their
goals of being self-reliant.His time
at Stanford became a steppingstone to the research he and his
colleagues are now conducting in

Octoberfest

continued from page 1

of the busiest timesfor them.
Bagelicious, a very new bagel
shop, has been operating at the
Saturday morning farmer’s market for a few months and opened
the Monday before Octoberfest.
While it is too early to gauge
exactly how Octoberfest benefit-

student body participating, they
had a flourishing program from
their start in1902. On their 1964
consolidation with Lawrence
College, which did not have a
crew program, it was deemed too
expensive to bring up MilwaukeeDowner’s shells and continue the
program. Crew was finally reinstated in 1989, and has had a
presence on campus ever since.
The opportunity to celebrate
the LU Rowing anniversary has
lead to more awareness of the
incredible history MilwaukeeDowner has in connection to the
sport. Any person who has been
in the library will have noticed the

Katie hanging above the reference
section on the first floor. An eightperson shell measuring fifty-five
feet long, the Katie was relegated
to the rafters of a barn for 41
years after Milwaukee-Downer
combined with Lawrence.
Senior Olivia Gruebel, president of LU Rowing, is glad to be
bringing attention to the traditions inherited from MilwaukeeDowner rowing and particularly
from Althea Heimbach. Althea
Heimbach started coaching at
Milwaukee-Downer in 1933, and
was there for 41 years until the
two colleges merged. “Being an
athletic coach at the time was

ted the shop in comparison to
normal business, the point of primary interest to the owners is the
exposure that Octoberfest seems
to have provided Bagelicious.
While local restaurants had
stalls during Octoberfest, much of
the food being sold was from local
organizations. These organizations included Woman’s Life, Faith
Lutheran Church, the Fox Valley
Vietnam Veterans Association

and the Forest Junction Fire
Department.
Some Lawrence students
participated in Octoberfest by
volunteering with or working for
these organizations at the fair,
while others participated in oncampus clubs.
One of these clubs was the
LARPing club. This club is also
known as K’lar, which is the
Lawrence chapter of the national

Uganda.
Dr. Betts’s preliminary findings show that the economies of
refugee communities must not
be looked at as isolated systems,
but instead as economies that
partake in international trade.
Additionally, not all refugee communities are completely supported by governments—the private
sector already plays a hand in
some places.
As an example, Dr. Betts
described IKEA’s philanthropic efforts to help refugees. The
company spent time developing
a pop-up shelter for refugees that
is more durable than traditional
refugee shelters, which are closer
to tents.

Dr. Betts argued that aid from
the private sector could be taken
one step further—that instead of
just making donations of products to refugee communities, private companies could also look at
innovation in the form of business
models and processes that involve
the refugees and give them valuable skills. These companies could
provide a valuable and empowering education for refugees.
Students gave an overwhelmingly positive response to the lecture.
“It was amazing—the best
lecture I’ve seen at Lawrence, and
I’m a senior,” said senior Septima
Kulee.
Senior Helina Asefa agreed

rare, and being a female coach was
practically unheard of, especially
in rowing, which was such a maledominated sport. But she did it,
and was there for 41 years, and
was a really awesome, incredible
lady,” said Grubel.
Since Lawrence has such
a strong history and an equally
strong rowing program, why is
rowing still a club sport? Due to
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association and Title IX, the
school cannot provide funding for
a men’s crew team. The women’s
team has been offered the opportunity to be recognized as a varsity team but LU Rowing decided

with Kulee. She added, “He made
me see a different side of the refugees’ situation. I always thought
of refugees as the population that
needs to be helped. He reminded
me that these are people with
capabilities. They are capable, and
they are educated people, but we
don’t notice that.”
Senior Armelle Otou Minkala
said Dr. Betts’s findings had longstanding implications because
they showed that “innovative
ways to look at problems involving refugees work better, especially in recent years.” She added, “He
had a lot of evidence to support
that point.”
For Otou Minkala, the most
significant part of Dr. Betts’s

group, the Dagorhir Battle Games
Association. The group focuses
on battle games that are fought
with foam weapons as well as
other activities related to the
greater world behind the battle
games. This includes food, costumes and character story. During
Octoberfest, a half-day practice
was held to introduce the group
to both Lawrence students and
Fox Cities residents.

not to go in that direction in order
to maintain the unity and closeness of their sport. That means
they have to do more of their own
fundraising, but they are willing
pay that cost to avoid splitting the
team in half.
As a tribute to Rik and Margot
Warch, the team brought the
gigantic eight-seater shell named
in their honor to the campus center for the celebration. The team
purchased the shell after a generous donation from the couple that
made its purchase possible.
research was his effort to integrate his team into the community by making the community
his team, thereby giving Ugandans
valuable work experience and
providing an example for private
sector companies.
According to Lawrence’s
website, the purpose of the
Povolny Lecture Series is to “promote interest and discussion on
issues of moral significance and
ethical dimensions.” The theme for
this year’s lecture series is “Social
Entrepreneurship, Human Rights
and Sustainable Development.”
The next lecture will be given by
Tal Dehtiar, founder of Oliberte
Footwear, on Wednesday, Nov. 6.
The arts and craft booths
were located on College Avenue
from Richmond Street to Lawe
Street. The vendors sold a variety of wares including jewelry,
Green Bay Packers memorabilia
and Packers jewelry. One vendor offered henna tattoos while
another offered a belly dancing
demonstration.

A variety of scenes from this year’s Octoberfest. Left to right: a man dressed as a mime for the festivities; a police officer keeping watch, and an example of the large crowd that stretched down College Ave.
Photos by Will Melnick

New clubs

continued from page 1

to partake in the discussions as
well. In addition to weekly discussions, the Literary Society hopes
to host campus wide forums on
issues relevant to Lawrence once
or twice a year. The club currently
meets on Saturdays from 4:00
p.m. until 6:00 p.m. in the Davis
room of Warch Campus Center.
Dining with fellow members in
the Commons to continue the discussion is strongly encouraged.
Anybody interested can email
thomas.a.sasani@lawrence.edu.

LUCC Update
Feel free to share your thoughts and concerns for LUCC this year by
emailing LUCC@lawrence.edu.
Get more information about forms, deadlines, and current announcements by visiting the LUCC page on the Lawrence website!
Visit us at http://www.lawrence.edu/students/student_life/lucc
Like our Facebook page for updates and more information - Lawrence

VARIETY
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Viking Around

Specht

by Alfredo Duque
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The tale of a bicycle (Based on a true story)

Graves from Göttingen
The Summer of my German study
Susannah Miller
Columnist

_______________________

This past summer, I studied
for two months in a tiny university
town called Göttingen, in Lower
Saxony, Germany. I was there to
learn beginning German and, with
lots of study, managed to accomplish that. However, living alone in
a different culture was the experience that I think was the most
valuable and life changing.
Although I was worried about
living overseas in a country whose
language I didn’t yet speak, the
town won me over completely. A
week into living there, I was completely in love with it. Göttingen is
small and very pretty, with a gorgeous town center and an island of
bicycles outside the train station.
The university is the most famous
institution in Göttingen and has
benefited the town in the past the Allied Forces spared Göttingen
during World War II for its status as a center of learning. Sadly,
although the Allies spared the
town, its residents haven’t. During
the late 20th century, according
to my gregarious and strangely
piratical tour guide, many of the
owners of the gorgeous-but-highmaintenance medieval houses
sold them for remodeling as modern commercial buildings.

Since it is a university town,
Göttingen is also a quirky town.
During my stay, news broke that a
group called “A Few Autonomous
Flower Children” had planted
marijuana throughout the city, to
the utter horror of the authorities and the delight of the students. Both groups immediately
began uprooting the plants with
enthusiasm. The town is also
full of the residue of academic
fame. Virtually every other house
in the town center has a plaque,
or several, commemorating people such as Carl Friedrich Gaus,
Alexander von Humboldt and Max
Planck. Otto von Bismarck lived in
Göttingen for some time, as well,
studying at the George-August
University until he was kicked
out of the city for unruly drunken
behavior.
During my stay, I lived at
the Goethe Institute, the official German language school in
Göttingen. The main building is a
fantastic mansion that resembles
a castle and is over a hundred
years old. Some people get to
live in the building’s tower, but
the guesthouse, where I lived, is
modern and bland. The doors do
not have turning knobs, giving
them a detestable propensity for
locking one out. I know this from
grim experience, although a brave
friend, a balcony and quite a few
stacked picnic benches saved me

Like Convocations? So do
we! Hello and welcome to Specht
Pages, the true and supreme voice
of Lawrence University. In this
celebratory 24th issue, we will
give our take on Convocations
and provide Lawrence University
with a guiding light for future
Convocations with the “Specht
Pages Plan for Convocational
Success.” So sit back, relax and let
Specht Pages’ agenda inform your
worldview.
Convocations serve as
an opportunity for Lawrence
University to share its agenda whatever that happens to be at
the moment - with students, faculty, staff and townies, as they are
affectionately called. Much of the
time, their purpose is to indoctrinate us on the importance of a liberal arts education, while at other
times they’re used to help us make
the best of our required residential campus, as in the “Innovation
through Collaboration” series or
in President Burstein’s address
“Community as Curriculum.”
Essen tial ly,
these
Convocations push away any
grumbling over the lack of majors
such as business, architecture and
nursing. It further relieves the
tension over the fact that we have
to take out a mortgage to live on
campus and forfeit the 10 years
after Lawrence to a Ramen-only
diet to counter our paying for the
Bon Appétit meal plan for four
to five years. But that’s another
story.
Of course, there are some
exceptions such as last year’s
highly vocational, “Thought into
Action” series, which tried to
make us all into little, cute entrepreneurs. Also, who could forget
the
wonderful

Convocation two years ago about
the lament bass?
Another important function of Convocations, which is
overlooked, is the shared experience that we gain as a community. Currently, we have little more
than Freshman Studies in the way
of shared academic experience
that we can use to help communicate amongst each other.
As we make Convocations
a weekly event, we can expand
Convocations’ content to deeper,
more varied subjects that go far
from the basics of our humble
world-class university. We could
even go back to our roots and
have them open in prayer by
Methodist ministers!
By now, you’re probably
wondering how the university
would enforce attendance to
weekly, mandatory Convocations.
Well, I’m glad you asked! Students
would be expected to walk over
to the Convocation with their academic advisor, who would take
attendance and expel anyone who
fails to arrive on time. Simple as
that.
In recent years, Convocation
attendance has been unfortunately low, despite the quality of
the material. Some speculation
to explain this is that students
aren’t interested in it anymore,
don’t know about it, don’t like the
seats in the chapel or that perhaps
today’s millennial student simply
thinks he or she is “too hip” to be
bothered.
Given the social stigma about
the events paired with both the
fact that the university makes it
as painless as possible to attend
- by canceling class and all campus services during Convocation
times - and the intrinsic value of

from the discomfort of sleeping
on a wooden bench in the Grand
Hall.
At the end of my stay, I went to
the old graveyard in Göttingen to
see the grave of Max Planck. What
I didn’t realize was that Göttingen
has an entire section of the graveyard dedicated to its Nobel Prize
winning scientists. My distress at
not knowing much, if anything,
about most of these amazing
people gave me the idea for this
column. I’ve always been sad that
I, and many others who do not
classify themselves as “science
people,” do not know anything
about important scientists and
their contributions. For
the rest of the term,
this column will be
October 4:
about the lives and
achievements of
Improv Comedy Show			
the scientists
Wind Ensemble & Symphonic Band
buried
in
LI Fall Formal: Arabian Nights		
Göttingen.

EVENTS TO LOOK OUT FOR

October 5:
Kaleidoscope Concert			
October 6:
“Inuksuit”: Outdoor Performance
October 7:
Recent Advances in Biology Lecture
Artist Lecture: Kupinsky & Clifford
October 11:
Electronic Music Club Concert		
Artist Series: St. Louis Brass		

See page 6

7 PM
8 PM
9 PM
8 PM
3 PM

3:10 PM
4:45 PM
7 PM
8 PM

Fall Festival lasts from October 4 to October 6
*For a complete list, refer to the LU calender at lawrence.edu

The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Men’s soccer bounces back vs. Monmouth
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

_______________________

The Lawrence University
men’s soccer team, bouncing back
after last week’s 1-0 Conference
loss to first-ranked Knox College,
defeated Monmouth College (1-81, 0-3-0 MWC) 4-1 on Viking home
turf Saturday, Sept. 28. The victory brought LU’s record to (4-4-1,
2-1-0 MWC).
“Monmouth is usually one
of the top teams in the conference, but this year they’re not
as strong,” commented junior
Erik Soderlund. “They’re a good
team but we just took control of
the game and dominated them
in scoring from beginning to finish.” Freshman Michael Deremo
led the team with two first-half
goals and an assist, demonstrating

the strong potential of Lawrence’s
young team.
Action around the goal was
kept to a minimum near the
beginning of the game. Deremo
attempted a shot less than 15 minutes into the first period, but was
blocked. Monmouth fired just past
the 19-minute mark, but freshman goaltender Joe Krivit made a
save to keep the score at 0-0. The
tempo picked up after Deremo’s
first successful goal at 28:06, off
an assist by fellow freshman Jack
Blodgett. Blodgett and Deremo
each attempted another shot
before Monmouth retaliated with
a wide attempt in the 38th minute
of play and a header saved by
Krivit a minute later. Immediately
after, Deremo scored his second
goal, which Soderlund called
“incredible.” Off an assist credited to Krivit, Deremo “destroyed
their whole team single-handed-

ly,” according to Soderlund. “He
juggled the ball over two guys
and then spun away from three
more and right past their goalie.”
One more save by Krivit and a
shot by senior Dan O’Mahoney
rounded out the action of the first
period, leaving the score 2-0 in
Lawrence’s favor at halftime.
The second half was underway with a wide shot by each
team early on and two nice saves
by Krivit, which kept Monmouth
off the scoreboard. Less than 12
minutes into the period, senior
Charlie Mann sent a nice header into the net off an assist by
Deremo to bring the score to 3-0.
Krivit made another great save at
the half’s 26-minute mark, but a
header by Monmouth senior Isaac
Hernandez slipped past him a few
minutes later as the Scots’ only
goal of the game. Lawrence junior
Stephen Salanky scored a penalty

kick goal for the Vikings ten minutes before the game’s conclusion,
to bring the final score to 4-1.
Despite numerous injuries on
the roster, the Vikings are optimistic about the remaining upperclassman leadership, as well as
the strong freshmen presence on
the team. “We’ve been starting and
playing our freshmen a lot, and
everyone coming off the bench
has been contributing well, too,”
said Soderlund. “We have a strong
team. We just need to concentrate
and not make as many mistakes.
As long as we stick to our game
plan, we have the ability to beat
any team in this conference.”
The Vikings will face Carroll
College (6-3-1, 2-0-0 MWC) on
Saturday, Oct. 5, at home. A highly-ranked team in the Midwest
Conference, Carroll will pose an
important challenge for Lawrence.

Hutchings with a time of 24:51.8
(70th place), and sophomores
Clare Bruning and Liz Landes.
Senior Katherine Dannecker came
next, along with freshman Kristen
Bischel to round off the scoring
top five. Freshman Elin Karlsson
and senior Anna Ratliff also had
strong races. “They had a good
race,” recounts Fast. “There’s still
a lot of potential for these women
to finish off an already great season.”
Despite the loss of senior
Jaime Brisbois to injury, the men
also performed admirably in their
8-kilometer race. Sophomore
Jonah Laursen paced the Vikings
as the top finisher in 51st place
with a time of 27:46.7. Laursen
was followed by junior Kyle
Dockery, senior Curran Carlile,
sophomore Cam Davies and senior
Dan Thoreson, to make a strong
top five scoring team. Senior
Kevin Fitzgerald and sophomore
Chris Fuelling also put forth solid
performances, with Fuelling
making it into the Lawrence top
seven for the first time. “We were
solid across the board,” says Fast.
“Everyone came and did their job.”

Although they ran well this
weekend, the Vikings will continue to work hard as they have
the most challenging part of their
season to look forward to. Some
will be running as much as 70
miles a week with high intensity
workouts to prepare for future
meets. “We will continue to strive
to improve on a weekly basis,”
says Fast. “We’re taking where we

are as a jumping off point. We’re
happy with how we performed
this week but definitely not satisfied. I believe that both teams will
be at the top of the Conference by
the end of the season.” Lawrence’s
next cross country meet will be
this Saturday, Oct. 5 at Wisconsin
Lutheran College in Milwaukee.

rout. Seniors Gayatri Malhotra
and Polly Dalton defeated their
opponents in straight sets. Also
winning in straight sets was
freshman Kathleen Frankel, who
defeated junior Brittany Mohn
for her first collegiate victory.
The only Lawrence loss came
in a close singles competition
between Lawrence junior Melissa
Heeren and UWRF freshman Anna
Ebensperger.
The streak was stunted, however, by a tough loss to Grinnell
College the next day. Despite the
loss, Heeren was able to make a
strong showing and a personal
comeback by winning her singles
match 7-6, 6-1 against Grinnell
freshman Briannah Wilson. The
Vikings lost 8-1 to the Grinnell

Pioneers (7-2), a Midwest
Conference rival. The defeat
pushed LU’s win-loss record to
7-6.
Following
the
match,
Lawrence’s overall record dropped
to fourth place in the MWC North
division, while Grinnell sits in
first place in the MWC South division. “We played two really tough
matches,” said Hiering. “UWRF has
a really good team and Grinnell is
the conference Champion, so we
were happy with how we played.”
LU women’s tennis has displayed a lot of resilience this year
and improved greatly over last season. One of the biggest reasons for
such improvement this season has
to be new coach Steve Francour.
Francour, who came to Lawrence

Roy Griak presents challenge for XC teams
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

____________________________________

The Lawrence men and women’s cross country teams competed at the Roy Griak Invitational
last Saturday at the University of
Minnesota. Despite unfavorable
conditions, the women’s team
took 14th place out of 29 teams
with 428 points and the men
placed 15th out of 26 teams with
381 points.
At an invitational meet as
large as the Griak, it is very easy to
get caught up or lost amongst the
hundreds of other runners, leading to a very difficult and stressful race environment. However,
the Vikings kept their composure
amongst the rain, mud and hills
on the University of Minnesota
course. “Our goal for this meet
was to beat St. Norbert’s, the top
team in our conference,” says
head coach Jason Fast. “Although
we did not achieve that goal, I’m
still happy with how we ran.” In
the women’s 6-kilometer race,
Lawrence ran with a strong
front pack led by freshman Amy

Standings
School

Conf. Overall
Football

Lake Forest
St. Norbert
Illinois Col.
Cornell
Monmouth
Carroll
Ripon
Beloit
Grinnell
Lawrence
Knox

3-0
3-0
2-0
2-0
1-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
0-3
0-3

4-0
3-1
3-0
2-1
1-2
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
0-3
0-4

Women’s Soccer
Monmouth
St. Norbert
Grinnell
Lake Forest
Ripon
Carroll
Illinois Col.
Cornell
Lawrence
Beloit
Knox

3-0
3-1
3-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
1-2
1-3
1-3
0-2
0-3

6-3
7-3-2
6-4
7-3
6-4
5-5
5-5-1
5-5
2-5
2-6
5-5

Men’s Soccer
Knox
Lake Forest
Carroll
Lawrence
St. Norbert
Illinois Col.
Grinnell
Ripon
Beloit
Cornell
Monmouth

3-0
3-0
2-0
2-1
2-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
0-1
0-3
0-3

10-1
5-5
6-3-1
4-4-1
3-5-2
6-4-1
3-6
1-8
0-7-1
2-8
1-8-1

Sophomore Jonah Laursen led the Viking men once again.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

Women’s tennis handles UWRF, falls to Grinnell
Zach Ben-Amots

Staff Writer

________________________

LU women’s tennis continued
their impressive season this weekend with a win over University
of Wisconsin River Falls (UWRF)
and a close loss against Grinnell
College. “We’re really happy with
how the season is going so far.
Our play this past Saturday and
Sunday just added to that,” said
sophomore Ali Hiering.
The team entered Saturday’s
match against the UWRF Falcons
having won five of their last eight
matches. The Vikings were able
to extend their hot streak by
defeating the Falcons in an 8-1

from UW-Oshkosh, has brought a
new attitude and approach that
is popular amongst the players
and coaching staff alike. “We all
really love Francour,” said Hiering.
“There’s been a ton of progression
this year and he deserves a lot
of credit for that.” Before coming
to Lawrence, Francour piled up a
record of 156-150 as head coach
of women’s tennis over his 23 year
career at UW-Oshkosh.
The team faces one of their
greatest challenges this weekend
with matches against conference
opponents Carroll College and
Beloit College. Carroll is currently ranked in second place in the
MWC North, while Beloit sits right
behind Lawrence at fourth place
in the division.

LET’S GO VIKINGS!

Statistics are courtesy of www.
mchahockey.com and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
Oct. 2, 2013.
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Athletes of the Week

Monmouth defeats
women’s soccer in OT
Erik Soderlund

Staff Writer

________________________

Women’s
soccer
took
Midwest Conference leader
Monmouth College to overtime
this weekend, but unfortunately
lost after allowing an early goal in
the first overtime half.
“We were pretty confident
coming into the game. We felt like,
with our new formation we could
utilize the outside backs more
and attack from the outside,” said
sophomore Anne Leung.
Monmouth opened up the
scoring in the game through
Andrea Correa’s goal in the 35th
minute. After a pretty tame first
half, the Vikings found themselves
in a one-goal deficit by halftime.
Lawrence
fought
their
way back and just a few minutes into the second half, senior
Anita Babbitt scored the equalizer, assisted by freshman Casey
Merkle and junior Caroline
Borst. Lawrence kept the undefeated Scots on their toes, forcing the game into overtime. Less
than four minutes into overtime
play, however, was enough time
for Kelsi Smith to capitalize on a
chance, keeping Monmouth on top

of the Midwest Conference with a
3-0 record.
“We had a slow start and
picked it up in the second half.
There were a lot of opportunities.
We just didn’t capitalize on them,”
added Leung. The one chance the
Vikings did manage to put in the
back of the net was senior Anita
Babbitt’s first goal of the season at
2:28 in the second half. “It was the
best feeling ever, I was hyperventilating,” mentioned Babbitt enthusiastically about her feat. “I think
overall the reason why we played
so much better in the second half
was because we came together as
a team. Then in overtime, fatigue
set in and unfortunately they were
able to take advantage on one of
their chances,” continued Babbitt
on the game as a whole.
Lawrence’s next contest
will be away on Saturday, Oct.
5, against the Pioneers of Carroll
University. Noteworthy players
to watch for will be junior Keli
Muchowski, currently the team’s
leading scorer with five goals and
one assist, and freshman Casey
Merkle, who has started all seven
games thus far and is the Vikings’
second leading scorer with one
goal and three assists.

By: Amanda Ollerer

Kathleen Rowland: Volleyball
Senior Kathleen Rowland beat the
Vikings’ school record for digs on
Wednesday, Oct. 25 against Carroll
University. The previous record was
1,908 and Rowland’s current record
stands at 1,922. This season, she’s
already recorded 285 digs.

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

2) What has been your proudest moment playing volleyball, and why?
My proudest moment was probably when my club team got third place at AAU’s. We got a pretty nifty
medal.
3) What is your favorite part of a game, and why?
I really love going after balls and playing against teams with excellent hitters. It is a fun challenge to
not let anything hit the floor.

4) What are you trying to accomplish with the rest of the season?
My goals for the rest of this season are to work hard, enjoy my teammates and end my collegiate athlete experience with no regrets.
5) If you had any super power, what would it be, and why?
Teleportation, because I could be anywhere with the snap of my fingers!

Polly Dalton: Women’s Tennis

Volleyball team set for
Fall Festival
Mackenzie Dwyer
Staff Writer

____________________________________

After enjoying a weekend off
from competition, the Lawrence
University volleyball team is back
at it, preparing for this weekend’s
Fall Festival where they will be
playing at Alexander Gymnasium.
The team will be packing in three
games this weekend, so they have
to be in top shape.
I asked junior outside hitter and defensive specialist Kayla
Storm about the team’s season
thus far. Storm commented,
“After our tough loss to Carroll
last week we are pushing ourselves to improve, since two of
our three games this weekend are
Conference matches.” Currently,
the Vikings are 0-1 in Midwest
Conference play, with a 5-11 overall record. However, the team has
only played one game at Alexander
Gymnasium, which resulted in a
victory over Marian University, so

the Vikings hope to enjoy a home
court advantage for the weekend.
Looking toward Fall Festival,
Storm said, “This week is the longest break in our season without
a game, so we have been working
hard in practice to prepare for our
three games coming up. Terese
Swords, a sophomore outside hitter, has been playing pretty consistently this year and she will be
key to our success this weekend.”
This weekend will be big for
the Lawrence Vikings, and with
all the hard work they have put
in, the team hopes it will come
through, with a few Conference
victories. Lawrence will be taking
on Grinnell College on Friday Oct.
4 at 7:00 p.m., followed by Cornell
College and Lakeland College in
the Lawrence Triangular starting
at 11:00 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 5.
Come for the game or come
for the Spanx, either way, come
support your Lawrence Viking
volleyball team this weekend at
Fall Festival!

1) How did it feel to break the
record for digs that was set over
ten years ago?
Honestly, it did not feel very special. I
was just ready to play the next point.
I think everyone was a lot more excited than I was.

In singles competition this season, Polly Dalton
has six wins and seven losses. In doubles play,
she is 7-6 on the season. Last Saturday, the tennis team played UW-Riverside and Dalton, and
her doubles partner, senior Gayatri Malhotra,
won their match 8-1.
1) How do you prepare for a tennis match?
A sunrise rollerblade trek along the river.

2) What has been your proudest moment
while playing tennis?
Any day where the team or myself come off the
court with a smile on our face. A tennis match
kindles many intense emotions, but if, even
after a tough loss, you can recognize you played
your game, I think you’ve truly won. What good
is it to play if you don’t want to come back and
give it another fight?

Photo provided

3) What is your favorite part of a match, and why?
Rapid fire doubles volleying action at the net! It is the epitome of a tennis athlete’s performance.
There is no thinking, just the convergence of every practice and match you have ever experienced.

4) What are you trying to accomplish with the rest of your season?
Enjoying the incredible opportunity I have here at Lawrence to compete and play alongside a group
of hard working and enthusiastic young ladies and gentlemen! After four years of playing collegiate
tennis, I have discovered the role athletics and competition can have amidst my other passions. Also,
after being just points away from a Grinnell win earlier this season, Gayatri (doubles partner) and I
would like to avenge the loss and get a Grinnell win before we graduate!

5) If you had any super power, what would it be, and why?
Flying. It gives you a fresh perspective, and it is perhaps the most civil form of independent transportation!

Weekend Events
Lawrence

Football

vs.
Where: Banta Bowl
When: Sat. @ 1:00 p.m.

Illinois College

Lawrence

Men’s/Women’s
Soccer

vs.
Where: Whiting Field West
When: Women - Sat. 1:00 p.m.
Men - 3:00 p.m.

Carroll Univ.
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So, what do we do next? Musings on post-college life
Devin Ross and Eryn Wecker
Features Co-Editors

_______________________________________________

Remember May and June of your
senior year of high school? How everyone
was abuzz with excitement over college
plans or maybe gap years?
Seniors, perhaps you’ve noticed that
your last year of college is different. Unlike
your high school senior year, imagining a
collegiate life filled with dusty works of
Aristotle and frat parties, senior year of
college seems to inspire anxiety instead
of wistful dreaming. Lurking beneath the
graduation application and senior capstones is the question: What’s next?
While college seemed like the logical
next step for a large number of high school
seniors, the same cannot necessarily be
said about life after college. The world
seems to open up to endless options, sometimes more daunting than exhilerating.
Graduate school may be attractive in
that it allows one to delay entry into the
workforce. Yet graduate school is a huge
commitment in almost all regards and one
that not everyone should make.
Associate Professor of English David
McGlynn explained the sometimes false
impressions that college students have
about graduate school.
Said McGlynn, “The illusion that we
try to dispel is [that if] you’ve enjoyed your
time hanging out with your professors, and
you’ve enjoyed your time reading books at
Lawrence [...] that, somehow, going to grad
school is just going to be more of that. It’s a
different kind of activity.”
In this instance, going to a liberal
arts college can be both amazing and misleading. “One of the reasons you come to
a school like Lawrence is that there’s a
kind of romance to what we do here,” said
McGlynn.

“You come to learn about English literature, creative writing, history, philosophy.
We like those kind of traditional models of
learning and there’s a beauty to it. It makes
you think, wouldn’t it be great to do this
kind of thing as a job? But a PhD in English
is really a research degree, ‘the history and
theory of literature.’”
Most graduate programs are two to
seven years in length. Additionally, many
programs are pricy and could
take
a financial toll
o n
your life for
years to come.
By the
time

he continued, “I think a lot of students can
afford to be a bit wilder.”
Even if you have a genuine love for
your field and have the time and resources
to devote to it, there are no guarantees
that you will gain admittance into a graduate program. For example, the current
acceptance rate for a spot in the Harvard
Business School MBA program is 13%
(courtesy of hbs.edu). That is to say,
passion alone is not necessarily enough to
be able to

Graphic by Staff Artist Cori Lin

you ostensibly complete your degree, you
could be nearing the end of your twenties,
a time associated with exploration, travel
and self-discovery.
Reflecting on his own decision to pursue a PhD in English directly after his
undergraduate education, McGlynn said,
“I could have afforded to be a bit wilder,”

pursue a graduate degree.
Sarah Gross, Uihelin Fellow of Studio
Art, who made it clear that “going to grad
school in art is very different from pursuing
a degree in a different field,” tried her hand
at working in studios after completing her
undergraduate in studio art.
In regards to working after college

fore don’t intentionally throw rubbish on
the ground. But alas, campus is often littered with empty Gatorade bottles, random
pieces of papers and plastic bags. Honestly,
it takes maybe ten extra seconds to pick
something up and throw it away. We all
live on campus, which makes this our temporary home. While I’m sure it’s not you
who litters, everyone benefits when good
samaritans pick up litter around campus.
Other helpful pieces of information
you should know by third week: There’s
only one line in the Café and it goes from the
divide between the cash registers towards
the door to the main room in Warch. The
“turnaround” is that little ‘U’ shaped driveway behind the library where you can catch
the shuttle to Alex Gym. There are free art
supplies on the fourth floor of Warch.
When I was a blossoming freshman,
it took me a while to get the hang of campus slang. For your convenience, I’ve put
together an (incomplete) list of words that
upperclassmen often take for granted:

Andrew Commons: The cafeteria; the
commons; downstairs (as in “I don’t want
to eat at the café because I want to eat
downstairs”).

instead of pursuing graduate education,
she explained, “I think that it’s a really good
idea to see what it’s like to exist in and
work in and make things in the art world
outside of school because going to grad
school in art is a big commitment and usually there’s a big financial impact that will
affect you for years to come and you don’t
want to take that on without being sure
that you know what you’re walking into
and that you want it.”
Admittedly, graduation is a scary time
but there’s value in realizing how normal
it is to worry. Seniors all over the country
are scrambling to figure out the next step.
Without concrete answers, sometimes it’s
just best to hear that you’re not alone in
your feelings.
Said Gross, “When I first graduated
from college, I really didn’t know to do
with my life at all. I was really scared and
a little bit depressed because the world
seemed so big. I was really freaked out
about how many options there were and
I saw so many of my friends from school
who knew what they wanted to do or they
had plans that involved traveling and exciting jobs and internships and passions. The
only passion I really wanted to pursue was
ceramics and not necessarily teaching but
making, so that’s what I did. I found studios and worked.”
While senior year may feel more
like a wander than a march forward, perhaps that’s what Lawrence is all about.
Embracing uncertainty may not only alleviate the pain of feeling aimless but also lead
you to think more openly about what the
future it might hold. After all, our Lawrence
degrees have prepared us for more than we
can concieve now.

Dear third week freshmen:Words of advice from a sophomore
Jeannine Schulz
Staff Writer

______________________________________________

Dear Lawrence Students,
First week is over. Everyone’s had
time to adjust to living on campus. It’s
time to get educated about lesser known
aspects of living at Lawrence.
School is challenging, life is busy, but
please, for the love of God, let’s all agree
to do a few simple things to make life at
Lawrence better.
First, return the dishes you take from
Warch. Bon Appétit spends a lot of money
every year replacing lost or damaged dishes that are taken from the cafeteria. Bon
Appétit goes out of their way to make it
easy for students to return dishes by collecting dirty dishes from the blue milk
crates located in each residence hall foyer. If
you can’t manage to return your dirty dishes to the foyer of your own residence hall or
bring your dishes back to the cafeteria, then
you’re lazy and don’t deserve to take dishes
from the cafeteria in the first place.
Speaking of making the wonderful
workers at Bon Appétit’s lives easier, clear
your table when you’re done with your
meal. Again, Bon Appétit makes it ridiculously easy to clean up your own mess. Pour
liquids—not napkins or food—down the
drain, put your dirty dishes on the conveyor
belt and go on with your day.
I’ve concluded that Lawrence students,
as a whole, are conscientious and there-

Specht pages
continued from page 3

attending Convocations, they need to be
required for all students and faculty.
However, at present, this is not feasible
given the current Convocation set-up. The
Lawrence Memorial Chapel seats approxi-

Warch Campus Center: Warch; the
campus center.
grill.

Café and Coffee Shop: The café; the

Kate’s Corner Store: The corner
store; the “C” store; the campus store.
mately 1,150 people. This obviously is inadequate for the 1,700 students, faculty, and
staff who would ideally be attending. There
are, however, some possible solutions.
There could be simulcasts in Harper
Hall and Stansbury Theatre, which would
add another 720 seats. The problem with
this solution is that people would have to
sit in different locations. However, there is a
great advantage. Since the audience would

Youngchild Hall of Science/Thomas
A. Steitz Hall of Science: Science (as in
“I’m headed over to Science to finish my
lab”).

The Conservatory of Music: The Con
(home to the “connies”).

Alexander Gymnasium (the gym
that’s about a mile off campus): Alex; the
gym (not to be confused with the rec).
The Wellness Center: the rec.
Guide to Houses
Houses on the Quad:

Beta Theta Pi (Beta): Black doors.
Outdoor Recreation Club (ORC):
Last house on north side of Boldt; “ORC”
sign above the door.

Phi Kappa Tau (Phi Tau): Last house
on south side of Boldt; Phi Kappa Tau letters hanging next to door.
Sigma Phi Epsilon (Sig Ep): Red
doors.

Slug: Between ORC and Sig Ep; two
white pillars flanking white door.

be in three separate locations, we could
give more of our talented conservatory students performance opportunities and have
live student performances in each space for
the prelude and postlude.
Another possibility is to move the
Convocations to the Banta Bowl, where we
could all sit together. However, the acoustics would be dreadful. This leaves us with
only one adequate solution:

Sabin House (Greenfire): Yellowish
colored two-story house on Alton; across
the street from Hurvis Center Film Studies.
Draheim: Green doors (but technically not a group house or theme house).
Gaming House: Grey doors.

Swing Dancers: Pink doors.

Delta Tau Delta (Delt): Purple doors.

Union Street Houses (yes, they do
exist):

Co-Op: Stone archway over patio; yellow trim; first house on east side of Union.
GLOW: Second house on east side of
Union; light grey house with white trim.

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia: Sign with Phi
Mu Alpha on the patio; last house on west
side before the park.
Comedy House: Light colored paint
and white trim; bushes around entryway.

Artistic Expression House (Art
House): First house on west side of Union;
light colored house with white door.
Obviously, we need to tear down the
Chapel and replace it with a concert hall
with over 2,000 seats.
There you have it, the Specht Pages Plan
for Convocational Success. In the meantime,
let’s all flood President Burstein’s office
hours to express our fervent support of this.
“You heard it first from Specht Pages!”
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Freshmen speak out about unexpected realities of college
Claire Hoy

For The Lawrentian

______________________________________________

You’ve set up your room, said goodbye
to your parents, started your classes and
figured out how to do your laundry. (I, for
one, had never heard of dryer sheets. I
thought static was a part of life.) Let’s all
give ourselves a pat on the back; Welcome
Week is over and now we’re bona-fide
college students, running on four hours
of sleep and drowning in coffee. The past
three weeks have been overwhelming for
most, if not all of the freshman class. We’ve
been given a new roommate, a new home,
a new life.
We’ve met people from around the
U.S. and the globe and desperately tried to
remember all their names (thanks for the
tips, Kevin Specht). It’s been a whirlwind
and I can say I am not the same person who
submitted my deposit back in May. When

I finally chose Lawrence, I imagined late
nights filled with fun, long days of lounging around campus and being involved in
everything Lawrence offered.
However, some students, including
myself, have already run into bumps in
the road. “I thought I could do everything
I wanted to, but I already have scheduling conflicts,” said Madeleine Duncan, a
Conservatory student.
The activities fair was like the chaos of
the stock exchange. There were clubs on all
sides with bright signs and eager members,
ready to pull in doe-eyed freshmen. There
were numerous clubs that I had never been
exposed to or had the time to get involved
with.
Many of us will find that we have to
sacrifice some new interests for the sake
of class work and other obligations. I never
thought in a million years that I’d join the
Viking Chorale, or that I’d get to volunteer

at PAWs every weekend. We’ll all certainly
be busy, but at least I expected that.
With almost three weeks of class
behind us, we should be feeling like real
college students, right? Not necessarily.
Freshman Torrey Smith explained, “I still
don’t. It still feels like summer camp.” Even
though college is hectic and overwhelming
at times, a place like Lawrence is a good
place to be.
Others have begun to feel the crunch
of their class load. “When I had two paper
rewrites due at the same time and I had
to write them both on the same day, that’s
when I felt like a college student,” said
freshman Karina Grady.
Expectations for my classes were the
furthest thing from my mind as I daydreamed about college earlier this summer. Reading “Life of Galileo” was a harsh
reminder of what I was really supposed to
do in this magical far-away place called col-

lege. There were many realities that we had
to meet once we got here.
Student employment can be another
challenge in the balancing act of college.
Hannah Ganzel never expected that she’d be
working as a server at Andrew Commons. “I
thought I’d be [working] in the library, but
I’m happy with it. I get free food.”
There are other things many of us
probably didn’t expect, like homesickness. I
know I felt it. The quiet town of Appleton is
a big change from my hometown of Chicago.
Every time I hear a siren it reminds me of
home, but Appleton is beginning to feel
less strange and more familiar, like a place I
could see myself living for four years.
After three weeks here, college has
really begun and as Ganzel reflected “This
is more like home.”

Strange Infographics

Freshman dorm populations as illustrated by European nations

Italy-Colman
79 freshmen

France-Trever
83 freshmen

The UK-Plantz
86 freshmen

Poland-Ormsby
52 freshmen

Belgium-Sage
43 freshmen

Ukraine-Kohler
54 freshmen

Lawrence Campus 101: Miscellaneous questions answered
By: Veronica Thao and Kristen Bratonja for The Lawrentian

Best places to eat off
campus?
What are the top Lawrence traditions?
Lawrence University has multiple traditions. A few
Lawrentian traditions that freshmen should be aware
of are the end of Freshman Studies party, Mardi Gras,
the Great Midwest Trivia Contest, Fall and Winter carnival, Convocation and, of course, the President’s Ball
held during the spring.
“[The Winter Carnival] was pretty sweet. One of
those balls that as a girl you go in heels, then ditch
them!” Julia Kaczmarek.

Why are there random bikes sitting just in
front of Warch?
As you go by or through Warch Campus Center,
you are probably wondering why there are always
bikes there. To answer that question: They are simply
there for student use!
Easily rent them for free by going to the information desk and giving them your ID.

-Mai’s Deli: Small, incognito East Asian cuisine across
from Walgreens. Order their egg
rolls.
-Carmella’s: Fancy-forAppleton Italian restaurant by
the Fox River Mall. Their wine
selection and baked gnocchi are
both highlights.
-The
Stone
Cellar
Brewpub: This dark and dusky
pub carefully pairs their menu
items with home brews.
-Sal’s: A pizza chain that
feels like a family-run business,
this restaurant offers thick New
York slices of pizza. If you eat
there during the day, your pizza
comes with buttery garlic knots.
-Fratello’s: If you’re in the
mood for a view, this may be the
dinner spot for you. Have a slice
of the tiramisu while overlooking the Fox River.

Where do the white/blue vans go?
The shuttles serve as a way to get to places without
having to walk or bike. One place that the shuttle takes
you to and from is the Alexander Gym, departing from the
Wriston Art Center turn-around.
The trips vary depending on the athletic event.
To find out the exact time for the shuttles, students
can contact the athletics administrative assistant for gym
shuttle information.
Other shuttles include the shopping shuttle. It runs
starting at 6:00 p.m departing from the campus center
Monday-Thursday. The shopping shuttle also runs on
Sunday from 2:00-5:10 p.m.
The stops include: Woodman’s, the mall and Walmart.

Graphic by Associate News Editor
Laura Udelson
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Wriston Art Center Galleries debut three fall exhibitions
Natalie Schermer
A&E Editor

________________________

On Friday, Sept. 27, the
Wriston Art Center Galleries
debuted their three new Fall
exhibitions. Washington, D.C.based artist Stephanie J. Williams,
whose exhibition “Homegrown” is
currently showing in the Kohler
Gallery, opened the exhibitions
with a lecture about her influences and inspirations in art. After
the lecture, attendees were invited to partake in refreshments,
chat with the artists and explore
the three galleries at a reception.
“Homegrown”
features
dreamlike creatures made from
fabric, wood and plenty of things
in between. Williams clearly has a
fascination with the body and its
parts and plays with these ideas in
her works, maneuvering and distorting her creatures in the manner in which a child plays with
his toys. In her lecture, Williams
began by discussing her artistic
influences, and it should come
as no surprise that Jim Henson,
Garbage Pail Kids, Gumby and
deep sea creatures feature high
on that list. The weird, the wonderful and the inexplicable definitely heavily influence Williams’

artistic choices.
But
what’s
interesting
about Williams art is where it
begins. Even the show’s title,
“Homegrown,” seems to be contradictory to Williams’ strange
and almost disconcerting menagerie of characters—these aren’t
homelike, they’re weird and
unknown. But it’s this idea that
Williams explores in her show.
When asked about the origin of
the title of her show, Williams
explained that she was exploring
the insular, the personal parts of
her own body. “I look very much
inside myself,” she explained in
her lecture. While her work may
seem unfamiliar or disconcerting,
it’s actually made up of Williams’
most familiar, closest memories. There’s a “purposeful kind
of awkwardness” to her work, a
transformation of the familiar to
the alien that serves to simultaneously familiarize the reader with
her work and to prompt thought
and questions.
In addition to Williams’
“Homegrown” in the Kohler
Gallery, the Leech Gallery is featuring a show titled “Capturing
Modernity: Art, Fashion and
Artifice.” Curated by associate
professor of art history Elizabeth
Carlson, the show features fashion
plates from around the world and

Gallery Intern Amelia Anderson ‘14 and Sarah Jane Rennick ‘14 examine one of artist Stephanie Williams’ pieces at the post-lecture
reception.

explores poet Charles Baudelaire’s
idea of the painter of modern life
and the ephemeral and artificial
nature of art in the modern world.
Alison Stehlik’s “WhereHouse” in the Hoffmaster gallery
looks at similar themes in relation
to the home, investigating the relationship between our houses and

the things inside of them within
the concept of the idea of a home.
Her work asks difficult questions
about modernity and artificiality,
as well, considering the effects of
materialism on our society and
whether or not our connections to
objects are too strong.
The new exhibitions are open

until Nov. 27. Wriston Art Galleries
are open Tuesday-Friday from
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Saturday
through Sunday from noon to 4:00
p.m, closed Mondays. Stop by and
witness some great art right here
on campus.

Volcano Choir tours new album “Repave” Johanna Burns entertains
Anna Buchholz
Staff Writer

_______________________

Wisconsin-based Volcano
Choir took to the stages of Madison
and Milwaukee this weekend,
presenting their newest album,
“Repave.” A band whose whole is
not as well known as the people
within it, the group is made up
of Bon Iver’s Justin Vernon and
Collections of Colonies of Bees.
“Repave” is their second
album after “Unmap,” which was
released in 2009, coincidentally
when Bon Iver grew in popularity with their self-titled album.
As explained by members of the
band, “Unmap” was created over
a few years with people sending
each other snippets of sounds that
they would compile into an album
of soundscapes.
“Repave,” on the other hand,
was created with a different

approach where the band put
together ideas more as a group,
holed up in a cabin—seeing a
theme, Bon Iver fans?—experimented, innovated and made an
album that’s arguably more filled
out and fully orchestrated than
“Unmap.” Some listeners have
even commented that it has a similar flavor as a Bon Iver album.
Volcano Choir played the
entirety of “Repave” at their
Madison concert, a few tunes from
“Unmap” and two songs not yet
released. Both of these new tunes
had a twinge of rock, with faster,
driving beats and bold, anthemlike melodies.
“Repave” makes use of
soundscapes created by prerecorded compositions, synthesizer,
Vernon’s characteristic falsetto
voice, thick harmonies and single
note drones. The album cover is
an image of waves and the album
as a whole fits this image, often
growing from nothing to over-

with quirky performance
Ethan Perushek
For The Lawrentian

________________________

whelming chords and pounding
beats that fade to a hum or buzz.
The opening tune, “Tiderays,”
sounds like someone waking up
with rays of sun peeking through
a curtain as single notes fan out,
over the opening buzz. It slowly
picks up speed and increases the
number of singers so that by the
climax it is truly a choir sound.
The second track, “Acetate,” has
a dainty, happy introduction and

See page 9

LU Weird features off-campus bands
Angela Butler
Staff Writer

________________________

Despite the technical issues
during sound check that delayed
the start of the performances,
the second annual LU Weird festival was a fun weekend full of
radical and unconventional sights
and sounds. Unlike last year’s LU
Weird, this year’s festival featured
campus bands but only two offcampus bands, Oshwa and Buke
and Gase, hailing from Chicago
and New York respectively.
LU Weird was begun last
year by senior Addy Goldberg.
About the event, Goldberg says,
“There are many artists out there
who are making some pretty crazy
music, who can’t charge all that
much for their performances,
because of how off-putting their
music, act or image is. So, LU

Weird is designed to capitalize on
the opportunity that these sorts
of musicians create by hosting
a large, festival-like event, comprised of a number of artists creating pretty weird music.”
While last year’s event was
two days of music with a guest
appearance by “presidential hopeful” Vermin Supreme, this year
Goldberg aimed a bit lower. “Our
budget was much tighter this
year, so we aimed a bit lower, consolidating LU Weird into a house
party at Art House on Friday.” The
party on Friday featured four campus bands, followed by the two
bands brought in for the event on
Saturday.
Made up of vocalist Alicia
Walter, vocal/guitarist Michael
Mac, percussionist Jordan Tate
and bassist Matthew Noonan, the
Chicago-bred band Oshwa was
one of two bands featured during LU Weird. Held in the Esch-

Hurvis room in Warch, Oshwa
kicked LU Weird off with their
solid set. Featuring epic guitar
licks and almost whimsical riffs
together with the powerful and
soulful vocals of Mac and Walter,
Oshwa performed much to the
delight of the foot-tapping crowd.
With vocals that sound like a cross
between the late Amy Winehouse
and Swedish singer Lykke Li,
Walter’s vocals were a definite
highlight of the night. While the
music is most definitely avantgarde and intricately layered with
the overlapping bass and two
guitars, there are still some nice
pop elements thrown in there.
The band played some hits from
their latest album, “Chamomile
Crush,” including “Old Man Skies,”
“Baraboo” and the title track of
the album. While it was difficult to
grasp a recurring beat or melody
while listening to Oshwa, their

See page 9

On Friday, Sept. 27, singersong writer Joanna Burns played
a small but intimate show in the
Esch-Hurvis room of Warch. The
New Jersey native was in the final
leg of her Wisconsin tour. Her performance was relatively scaled
down, as she is still too small
to travel with her band, but this
did not seem to affect her, as she
maintained great energy throughout the performance.
Burns opened with a few
slower tunes, “For You” and “Blue.”
While these were both lovely, they
were unfortunately too slow to
start the show off on the right foot.
However, Burns was able to quickly change the pace with a cover:
“Valerie,” the 1982 classic by Steve
Winwood, which has seen multiple covers by Glee, Bruno Mars
and Amy Winehouse. Next, she followed up with a quick and quirky
song involving crowd interaction.
This jingle was called “In My Car”
and detailed the classic experience of feeling like the best singer
ever whilst driving by yourself.
“In My Car” opened the door
for a more energetic set that benefitted from charming and funny
anecdotes from Burns. She was
quite expressive and fun and kept
the small crowd engaged and
laughing. Her next song was a story
of her personal obsession with
getting into an unnamed school
called “Philadelphia,” the location
of her mystery dream school. Her
lyrics were extremely poignant
and mirrored any nervous high
schooler’s feelings while waiting
for the big answer. She described
seeing signs everywhere and
absolutely convincing herself of
their importance, though these
signs meant nothing and were just
random occurrences given mean-

ing by a desperate person.
Next was a breakup song
called “Make Me Hate You,” which
tells the tale of someone trying to
hate her ex who can’t bring herself
to do it due to emotional ties.
After this, she moved to play
on the guitar. Her first guitar tune
was “Find Your Way,” another
upbeat, quirky song that was supposed to be a duet, but she did
it solo and it still sounded great.
Then came the biggest surprise of
the night: An acoustic cover of The
Lonely Island’s “D**k in a Box.” It
was a hilarious change of pace and
a great cover. She was clearly loving it and loved the crowd’s reactions. Burns was great at working
the small crowd to her favor and
had them engaged the whole time.
After that came another
change of pace back to the piano
for the last three songs. She started out with a sad tune called “63
Summers” about a man dealing
with his wife who has Alzheimer’s.
She joked that she wrote it before
she saw “The Notebook” and that
she recognized her unoriginality,
but the song was still powerful.
Next was a cover of pop divas
with several artists mixed together into one rollicking, fast-paced
tune. The most prominent track in
the medley was Aretha Franklin’s
“Respect.” She then finished with
“Us,” an upbeat tune with some
good crowd interaction that left us
feeling fulfilled.
Whilst still a fledgling artist,
Joanna Burns has a great amount
of potential. With keen lyrics, a
beautiful and changing voice and
fun stage presence, expect Joanna
Burns to rise through the indie
ranks rather quickly. Her debut
album, “The Green Years,” is available on iTunes, and I would recommend it to anyone who likes
singer/songwriters in the vein
of Ingrid Michelson or Sarah
Bareilles, or to just a fan of solid
indie pop.
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ANTHONY
SPOTLIGHT CAPPARELLI
THE

ARTIST

Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

_____________________

Tall, spindly, good-humored,
straightforward and humble.
These characteristics form
a basic composite of the man
who is senior Anthony “Tony”
Capparelli, piano performance
major extraordinaire.
Capparelli has been involved
in music for his whole life. From
the looks of it, his enthusiasm
for the art and practice seems
unlikely to ever diminish.
“I was always interested
in music,” he said. “My parents
started me on piano when I was
five. Then I started violin when
I was seven or eight. I liked
piano more, though; and, well,
it seemed easier. I also liked my
piano teacher a great deal. I had
more fun with it, I think.”
Profoundly influenced by his
first piano teacher, Capparelli
has been pursuing a career in
the academics of piano performance for a long time. He plans
to continue his education on the
other side of the classroom—
from tutee to tutor, teaching
piano at a college level.
Capparelli found Lawrence
through his professor, Catherine

Kautsky. He enjoyed and
admired Kautsky a lot, so he
logically proceeded to check out
the school where she taught.
“I really liked Lawrence,” he
said, “because of the collaboration between the college and the
Conservatory. Just the diversity
and everything about it. It was
a good fit.”
Now that graduation is
less than three terms away,
Capparelli reviews his experiences here positively:
“I’ve loved it. I’ve had the
opportunity to try out lots of different things. Played the organ,
went to Paris…”
For his entire time at
Lawrence, Capparelli has served
as the accompanist for both
either Cantala and Concert
Choir. He has also been involved
in residence life as an RLA and
HRLA in Kohler and Plantz.
Capparelli still enjoys playing other instruments, although
he maintains piano as his primary focus. He even builds his
own instruments. He likes to listen and play Celtic music and
Scandinavian folk music, especially.
As a pianist, he is strictly
classical with a fondness for the
Rromantic era. His senior recital

Photo by Elizabeth Landes

will feature in particular German
composer Robert Schumann,
whom Capparelli admires for
his literary interests. For example, one piece is Schumann’s
reaction to a character by E.T.A.
Hoffman, a German Romantic
author whose stories were influential in the 19thth century,
namely “The Nutcracker and the

Mouse King” and “Kreisleriana.”
The recital will feature French
composer Claude Debussy, as
well, and likely an as-yet undeclared contemporary piece.
“It’ll be lots of different styles
thrown into one,” he explained,
“so it’ll be a good mix of sounds.”
Capparelli expressed little
anxiety toward the event, mere-

ly hoping that it goes well.
“I’m hoping to have a pretty
good encore, too,” he added.
He would like to thank his
teachers and the Lawrence faculty, in general.
His recital will be held in
Harper Hall on Oct. 19 at 1:00
p.m.

Volcano
Murphy emulates Holly Golightly continued
from page 8

in “Love and Other Disasters”
Kelsey Priebe
Staff Writer

_________________________

Do you like witty, “Breakfast
at Tiffany’s” style romance?
Do you miss Brittany Murphy?
Do you have a Netflix account?
If you answered yes to any of
these questions, then “Love and
Other Disasters” is a great movie
for you. This surprisingly good
romantic comedy directed by Alek
Keshishian is often overlooked for
its appearance of a B-list, low budget film. However, if you give it a
chance, you’ll be surprised by the
originality of the story, the comedic brilliance of the actors and its
overall feel-good mentality.
Set in London, the story follows aspiring screenwriter Peter
Simon (Matthew Rhys) and his
roommate Emily “Jacks” Jackson
(Brittany Murphy) who works at
British Vogue. Peter, true to a writer’s persona, has never been in a
relationship, as he is too absorbed
with idealizations of the perfect
man. Jacks is similarly afflicted,
but instead avoids the possibility of heartbreak by continuing
to sleep with a man she does not
love. From this initial description,
the movie reads like any other
romantic comedy: a fashionable
lady and her gay best friend both
afraid to fall in love.
In certain ways “Love and
Other Disasters” is just that, a stereotypical rom-com.
However,
the
process

through which Jacks and Peter
find their respective partners is
so quirky, and so out of this world
while at the same time completely
realistic, that the movie manages
to rise above the average of the
genre. The best description I can
think of is a smaller scale version of “Breakfast at Tiffany’s”
meets “Four Weddings and a
Funeral.” Jacks and Peter’s friends,
the insufferable Tallulah RiggsWentworth (Catherine Tate) and
the kind and level-headed Finley
McMillian (Jamie Sives) add both
quirk and warmth to the film.
Brittany Murphy may not be
Holly Golightly, much as she mirrors her in the film, but she certainly presents a strong and vivacious leading lady. Peter Simon
grates slightly on the nerves at
times as he spends most of the
movie snobbishly refusing to
accept anyone who is not stunningly gorgeous and shockingly
successful as a romantic possibility. However, his character undergoes the most amount of growth
and his friendship with Jacks is
entertaining. Furthermore, while
I may be speaking from a biased
female view, Jacks’ love interest Paolo Sarmiento, played by
“Merlin”’s Lancelot, Santiago
Cabrera, is great addition to the
film, and not just because he’s gorgeous. Cabrera shows some acting
skill and is likely the most expressive character in the film, despite
his minor role.
Overall “Love and Other

Disasters” is much like the love
stories within it, flawed but lovable. There are moments when
the storyline relies slightly too
much on the stereotypical girl and
her gay best friend relationship,
and moments when the characters become too exaggerated to
be relatable. However, considering that these faults can be found
in almost every romantic comedy
produced in the past 10 years, I
wouldn’t dismiss it. The setting
provides glitz and eye candy for
anyone who loves London, and the
cast and writing provides warmth
and comedy. This film is the type
you fall in love with without realizing until you’re watching it for
the fourth time.

then breaks into an edgy beat
behind Vernon’s non-falsetto
voice.
“Comrade” is next, displaying one of the more rock tunes
on the album. It begins with an
open space of multiple voices
freely playing their own ideas
until a strong beat is laid down.
These “free form” moments are
interspersed throughout the tune
between the declarative choruses.
Vernon describes the song
“Alaskans” as the one that clicked
first and set the tone for the
album. A mixture of acoustic guitar sounds, synthesized drones,
and harmonized vocals, it stands
out with its chorus of repetitious
words, escalating higher and higher until it fades to only a guitar
line.

LU Weird

continued from page 8
songs, especially “Tigers,” definitely had my feet tapping against
the floor and scouring the internet
for their music.
Similar to Oshwa in their
experimental and progressive
sound, the Brooklyn-based duo
Buke and Gase closed the night’s
events and were a definite hit
with the audience. Made up of
Aron Sanchez and Arone Dyer,
the duo used their handcrafted
instruments to perform a weirdtastic blend of some creative
tunes and fantastic guitar riffs for
the audience. With a whole lot of
effects and some synth thrown

At their concert, they ended
with a powerful performance of
their iconic song “Still,” hearkening back to “Unmap.” As an encore,
they performed “Repave”’s final
song, “Almanac,” which has strong
minimalist elements of repetitious rhythms in the synthesizer
and a loop recording of Vernon’s
voice. It then wove its way into
Unmap’s final song “Youlogy,” with
a folk-sounding melody sung by
Vernon as a fitting conclusion to
the show.
The future of Vernon’s Bon
Iver is uncertain, but for fans
of the group, check out Volcano
Choir. The members of this group
have been musical collaborators
with each other for a long time
and you can hear that in the way
they play together and experiment with sounds. Not to mention, it’s always fun to see what
new bands are emerging from the
woods of Wisconsin.

in there as well, there was a particular homemade quality to their
music. This homemade quality
was further fueled by the band’s
use of a “toe-bourine” (tamborine
strapped to the bottom of the feet)
and the very cool ukulele-baritone hybrid that inspired the title
“Buke” in their name. The band
played some loud hits, including
“Hiccup,” “Sleep Gets Your Ghost”
and others. Arone’s awesome
vocals, reminiscent of Karen O’s of
the Yeah Yeah Yeah’s, were a lovely
high accompaniment to the low
sounds of the gase. While their
music, like Oshwa’s, may be difficult to navigate—especially to
those who listen to Top 40 hits—
their music is explosive, innovative and just what your ears need:
Something a little different.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Hey, who turned off the parks?
The United States government’s last shutdown was in 1994. Last year, Congress dodged the fiscal cliff at the last hour and most experts expected an eleventh hour deal this time as well. However,
as the clock ticked towards midnight, both parties entrenched themselves in their ideologies,
determined to delay or enable ‘Obamacare.’ Rhetoric and threats were exchanged, and both parties
accused the other of politicking. Party leaders met, bickered and left. Then, on the first of October,
the United States government ceased all services deemed ‘non-essential’ due to Congress’s inability
to pass key spending bills.
Millions of government employees were furloughed, parks were closed, services were stopped
and children born in the United States were denied their social security cards. Total costs are said
to be indeterminable.

The root cause seems obvious enough. Civility in politics is endangered, bipartisan talks are a
halcyon and cooperation is a euphemism for flip-flopping. Sticking to one’s guns is easy, while compromising is risky. We, as Americans, should have encouraged Congress to work together rather
than stick to their dramatized ideologies. We should push that now.

Here at Lawrence, it is equally important that we work to embrace that open-minded spirit
of the liberal arts and apply it not just to our classes, but to our lives. We must consider every idea
without prejudice. We must talk to those with whom we disagree. We must encourage a diverse
discourse and respect contrary ideologies. This may be difficult on a small campus of students with
seemingly homogenous views, but it can be done. Differing views present themselves in any collection of people if we only express a willingness to listen. If we can instill these values in ourselves,
we may convince Congress to do the same, or at least a future congressional representative.

The unknowns of healthcare reform
Andrew Cmoluch
For The Lawrentian

________________________

PHOTO
POLL

In 2010, the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care
Act was made law by the President
of the United States. Over three
years later, after countless delays
and exemptions, the true identity
of the law is still unknown to the
majority of the American public.
Biased media outlets throw their
support or dissent toward the
legislation, but the following will
present both sides and let you, the
students of Lawrence University,
make your own decisions.
While students in this country tend to shy away from politics,
it is important that we understand
that this legislation is the first
in our generation’s time that will
dramatically modify the structure
of lifestyle choices in our evolving
country.
I believe that a majority of
individuals would rather swallow
the negatives first before smoothing over them with positives.
People across the country are
already experiencing problems
with the legislation with the number of hours of work they receive
in a week. According to the legislation, anyone considered a fulltime employee must be offered

health insurance.
A full-time employee is
defined as a person who works
30 or more hours in a week. In an
attempt to cut costs, companies
across the country through attrition have been actively rearranging their employee’s schedules to
29 hours or less. Outcries have
surfaced about the destruction of
the average 40 hour work week
that is considered the foundation
of the American working class.
Further problems arise
through the addition of more individuals into the system through
Medicaid and Medicare that
directly discourages the devoted people in this country who
desire to be doctors. Medicaid
and Medicare, both governmentrun insurance for low income
Americans, on average pay 57%
of a bill compared to the full payment by insurance companies and
insurers of the approved amount
of a bill.
While doctors are well compensated, it is hard to agree with
essentially punishing people
who spend thousands of dollars
and sacrifice years of their life
to become lifesavers. While these
are only two items on the growing
list of problems with the legislation, we must be proactive citizens
and understand that the flaws of
health care reform affect society.
The Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act provides
much-needed reforms to the
implementation of health care
in our country. Through this legislation, millions of Americans
who have been uninsured will be
offered health insurance through
their employers or will be offered
insurance choices through a marketplace.
A positive, especially for
students at Lawrence University,
is the expansion of the eligibility age of children to continue
being covered under their parents’ insurance. While many
insurance companies have begun
offering this expanded age prior
to health care reform, this legislation ensures that all children are
given the opportunity. The law
does provide further coverage of
individuals by mandating that all
preventive services be covered at
100% of the approved amount
without being subject to a deductible or copayment. This portion
of the law is a positive that points
our country in the right direction
in terms of health and health care.
It rewards individuals for being
proactive in their lifestyle choices
and to ensure cost controls in the
future. These positives, along with
others, highlight the original goal
of health care: Delivering quality
care.

See page 12

Photo poll by
Nathan Lawrence

“In two words,
describe your
feelings on the
government
shutdown.”

Dealing with ‘that’ roommate
Will Doreza
Columnist

_________________________

Dear Will,
My roommate and I got along
so well during Welcome Week, but
lately she’s been starting to really
irritate me. She’s very clingy, messy
and rude sometimes. She’s even
started talking about living together all four years. How do I get
through this year and let her know
I’m not interested in living with her
in the future without being mean
or hurtful?
Cursed in Colman
Dear Cursed,
This is definitely one of the
more delicate experiences you’ll
face at Lawrence. I’m all for honesty; but in this case, being totally
frank with your roommate at this
point can create a lot of awkwardness. People deal with awkwardness differently and some are
even immune to it, but it often
makes living with someone very
difficult.
Small things first—it’s easier to deal with things that you
can be honest about with little
amount of collateral awkwardness. Messiness can be solved easily by suggesting that you both
have a time of the week when you

straighten things up—this makes
it less accusatory and more about
mutual responsibility for cleanliness. It’s also important to listen in return, as your roommate
may also have minor issues to
approach you about.
A clingy roommate can present a slightly more delicate situation. This can be solved by planning to go to mealtimes and other
social activities when your roommate is not around or available. It
may seem mean, but if you really
want more time away from your
roommate, you’ll need to avoid
her whenever possible. She will
eventually seek out friends elsewhere and will not be so dependent on you.
Rudeness has to be dealt with
in a slightly more confrontational manner—for example, if your
roommate is constantly sex-iling
you or making tons of noise when
you’re sleeping. It is important
to not return the rudeness. Be as
polite and calm as possible while
still making it clear that you are
asking her to change her behavior. Avoid passive-aggressiveness
at all costs! A polite and honest
approach gives her no reason to
return fire.
The last thing to work on
is your future living situations.
If your roommate is really con-

See page 12

The bunny jumped the gun
Lily Risdall

For The Lawrentian

________________________

There was a dead rabbit on
the quad the other day with no
visible wounds, and the thought of
what someone may have done to
it bothered me immensely. What
bothered me more, however, was
that I found the death of one of the
most abundant creatures on campus more distressing than either
the recent attack in Nairobi or the
Navy Yard shooting.
A death one actually witnesses is so much more affecting than
a death one just hears about, so
the tangible corpse of one rabbit
feels far worse than reports of
mall-goers being shot in another hemisphere. We don’t have to

walk past their bodies on the way
to class.
So what is responsible? Lax
gun laws? The media? Human
nature? Whenever another shooting happens, we rush to blame
something for the incomprehensible violence. Some of the laws
regarding the second amendment, like how the legally blind
can purchase firearms in several states, are quite ridiculous.
Regardless of whom is to blame,
I haven’t been able to stomach
big Hollywood shoot-‘em-ups ever
since Newtown happened.
Our emotional response
betrays why reform is such a slow
process. No matter how terrible
the news reports are, we still feel
safe behind the TV or computer
screen. It cannot happen here, we

See page 12

“Fuck that.”
-Reed Robertson

“Not Surprising.”
-Adam McDonald

“My gods.”
-Shea Love
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How I learned to love long-distance
Jesse Morgan

For The Lawrentian

________________________

When I moved from
Pennsylvania to Wisconsin during
my awkward middle school years,
I quickly learned how difficult it
was to stay intimate with people I
was close to. The longer we were
apart, the more difficult it was to
maintain the same relationship.
Starting college, I was presented the opportunity to meet new
people and made an effort to keep
in touch with friends from high
school whom I regarded as family. While difficult, the relationships that I have kept despite the
challenging distance have proved
rewarding.
Many barriers stand in the
way of people’s ability to stay
close and in touch with each
other. The hardest being the many
hours, financial restrictions and
schedule conflicts that come with
dropping everything in order to
spend time with those you miss.
Travel plans are limited by the
number of days that can be taken
off due to full-time jobs, school
schedules and travel expenses. As
much as my parents and siblings
would have loved to forget about
all of our pre-existing obligations,
there were only so many times
that we could afford to make the
16 hour drive and to visit my
grandparents and aunt.
Not being able to spend time
in the same physical location
can also be devastating. Phones
allow people to converse about
their lives, but do not compare to
touches on the shoulder, wiping
away a tear, sharing a hug, lending
each other a hand and creating
memories together. This divide
is made especially obvious when

Jamie Cartwright

Columnist

________________________

As introduced in last week’s
issue of The Lawrentian, this
column is about curriculum at
Lawrence, or more specifically:
Why is our curriculum the way it

they are ill: Compassion
and comfort are best provided in person when you
can hold their hand in the
hospital, not a phone. Being
unable to spend time with someone you care deeply about during
their decline is a crippling feeling;
especially knowing their days are
numbered.
Learning to overcome the
barriers that are created by distance makes people better communicators with the people they
are distanced from. Time spent
apart adds an extra element of
awareness for the moments
together. This awareness and the
way two people are communicat-

ing is brought back home after
making a trip to see each other
and affects the relationships of
those who are geographically
closer to you. After visiting family out of state, every chance that
my family had to spend time with
each other, even if it was tagging along to go to the grocery
store rather than staying home,
was taken advantage of. Making a
more conscious effort to communicate with each other while apart
creates a greater appreciation for
those who surround us every day
and the way in which we interact
with them.

is? Each week, I’ll engage faculty,
staff and students in a conversation on a particular topic or
debate, and this week, we’re talking about GERs.
After a students’ choice of
degree and major, GERs are supposedly the strongest influence
on a person’s higher education.
For years—before the 1990s—
liberal arts colleges were known

Long-distance: The fun never

The challenges that confront
a long distance relationship help
to illuminate the true essence of
it. In a romantic relationship that
overcomes distance, two people
are unable to be physically intimate, while there are others that
could fulfill that desire. When two
people are separated by distance
but stay together, it validates the
authenticity of the relationship
because of the challenges they
have to overcome. The people

whom I have stayed in touch with
have been able to make me happier and help me gain a greater
self-awareness.
While students are surrounded by people in every environment they encounter, the individual quirks and traits of those
we are closest to, the memories
we share, and how they make us
happy are the essence of why people choose to overcome any inconveniences that it may cause them
and love endures. As students at
Lawrence, we are all incredibly

See page 12

for strenuous general education
requirements that pushed students to expand the breadth of
their understanding. Majors, on
the other hand, offered depth and
disciplinary methods for a given
field of study.
However, as with all aspects
of “the liberal arts,” generational
interpretation of what defines a
strong education come and go
with time. At Lawrence, our GERs
now reflect little of the broad,
interdisciplinary education, the
admissions and communications
offices so often tout. For distribution requirements, we need
just one course in every division.
For writing and speaking intensives, we’re only encouraged to
take one or the other. I’d like to
know who came up with the logic
that a student should only have to
practice writing or speaking, not
both. And for issues like diversity,

“Bullshit.”
- Zach Simmering

“Stubborn babies.”
- Liana Rabery

Isabelle Davis

For The Lawrentian

________________________

“Two hundred miles? That’s
nothing,” they say, scoffing. “Not
with all of the technology available to people these days. Before,
when all they had was snail mail?
That’s when things were really
rough. You kids these days are

just too spoiled. Don’t you have
a driver’s license, anyways?”
Whenever I get this kind of
response after telling someone
about my long-distance relationship, I sort of shut down and give
up on people for a few minutes.
Like, yeah, you’re so right, I
don’t know why I never thought
about it that way. Long distance
is the easiest thing I’ve ever done.
I love trying to make my texts live
up to face-to-face conversations.
One of my favorite pastimes?
Making futile attempts to recreate
the emotional connection of our
kisses through phone calls (Soulja
Boi convinced me of that one).
And, Jesus Christ, don’t even
get me started on the great Skype
experiences provided by the absolutely incredible wi-fi I’ve been
global perspectives and quantitative understanding, our current
requirements only say we need
one course for each competency.
In other words, Lawrence’s
GERs set up categories of breadth
and claim that as long as they
get a dose of each, students will
graduate with a broad education.
I believe this demonstrates what
I call institutionalized wishful
thinking.
Of course, I don’t mean to act
like Lawrence is a terrible school
for having such loose standards
of the liberal arts; my veins really
do run blue and white. Instead,
this week, I aim to point out that
Lawrence’s curriculum is on autopilot—and we’re not the only ones.
Most national liberal arts colleges
that still call their requirements
“GERs” follow Lawrence’s pattern.
Williams, Middlebury, Amherst,
and Grinnell all have very similar

“Extremely uncooperative.”
- Shelby Guinn

“No idea.”
-Tony Jacobs

enjoying here at Lawrence and
the fact that planning calls around
two different sets of classes and
social lives and work schedules is
basically impossible. I never even
considered driving home every
weekend with my invisible car,
but I’m sure it’ll do great things
for my social life. Long distance
is the best; I don’t know why the
whole world isn’t doing it.
Here’s the truth, nobody likes
to say it out loud because they’re
afraid it makes them sound unloving or whiney, but the fact of it is:
Long distance relationships suck.
They always have and they always
will. Nobody has ever said: Please,
send the person I love hours away
from me; that will strengthen our
relationship and make things easier. No, what would make things
easier would be if I could pull
some Harry Potter shit and apparate the 200 miles, thanks. I would
also settle for a private jet, if anyone has the hookups.
I spend the majority of my
walks through campus shooting cute couples dirty looks. If
you think it’s hard to see couples
when you’re single and lonely,
try being taken and insufferably
lonely. Try carrying around your
lack of a significant other like a
pregnancy where the baby never
stops kicking. That’s the sort of
thing that’s led me to hate almost
every couple I see.
My apologies to everyone in
on-campus relationships, try not
to take it personally; it’s just that I
would kill for your lifestyle.
I’m not saying all of this
because I’m not able to feel as in
love at this distance. I’m saying
it because someone needs to just
be honest for a second. I need

See page 12

patterns of requirement that tend
to favor students’ participation in
multiple specialized areas—like
majors, minors, Innovation &
Entrepreneurship program, study
abroad options, etc.—rather than
requiring a broad foundational
approach to education.
According to the Chronicle of
Higher Education, many of these
curricular changes occurred during a national reorientation of
the liberal arts that happened
sometime in the 1990s. Those
who rejected looser requirements
began to define their curriculum
differently. Now, Reed College has
“The Educational Program” in
which Reed requires that students
take two courses from each of
Reed’s five divisions (double that
of Lawrence), and they leave their
foreign language requirements

See page 12
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Risdall

continued from page 10
think, and we keep thinking we’re
invincible until a shooting finally
hits too close to home. Obviously,
most of us will never experience
gun violence first hand. Instead,
we’ll feel horror and helplessness
whenever we see the headlines,
but those feelings will fade within
minutes.
While these brief moments of
terror have an effect, seeing death
toll after death toll scroll across
the TV screen desensitizes us, not
because we are too used to hearing about violence, but because
we are incapable of emotionally
processing it. If humanity felt
the full grief of these deaths, the

Doreza

continued from page 10
vinced that you will be living
together in future years, you will
need to break the news to her
soon enough that she will have
time to figure something else
out. The best way to do this is to
explain the reasons why you want
to live with someone else rather
than the reasons why you don’t
want to live with her again.
Explain that you want to live
with someone else because your
schedules are similar or because
you are emotionally supportive of

Cartwright

continued from page 11
up to individual departments. In
another example, Goshen College
has The Core, which consists of
six required classes during the
freshman year, an “intercultural
thread” of five classes focused on
global and diversity issues and
four additional courses aimed at
general interdisciplinary education. I might also mention that
Goshen’s Convocation series is
weekly, and they require that all
students attend. Each of these
institutions is an example of a successful reimagining of curriculum.
They aren’t following the national
trends and, in a sense, they are
some of the thought-leaders of
liberal arts education today.
So, why have Lawrence and
other top liberal arts colleges

Morgan

continued from page 11
lucky to spend nine months of
the year surrounded by so many
intelligent, talented people. It is
important that we make the most
of the time we have with all of

Cmoluch

continued from page 10
In the coming weeks and
months, Americans will be subjected to a barrage of statements
from politicians, doctors and
media outlets about health care
reform. While I cannot speak to

Davis

continued from page 11
to acknowledge that, yes, I’m in
the kind of love that makes me

whole world should shut down
from sorrow.
Violence, for most of us, only
appears in our fantasies. Who
hasn’t imagined himself or herself
as the valiant action hero, gunning down rows of faceless baddies? Because violence seems like
a mere fiction, we cannot accept
real violence as fact. A shooter
may as well be a monster out of a
storybook.
This underwhelming grief
combined with an inability to
accept the reality of gun violence
suggests another mechanism is
at work, apart from desensitization. These shootings have left
deep scars on the minds of those
who watch the news, to the point
where these constant reports
have traumatized viewers. Every

one another. If you are even considering living in a single, tell her
that you will be doing so because
you enjoy privacy and personal
space. She may be disappointed,
but it’s certainly better to do so
sooner before it becomes hurtful
or even puts her in a situation
where she won’t be able to find
a roommate in time for housing
selection.
If you’ve tried all my suggestions and your roommate doesn’t
respond or becomes defensive
and hostile, it’s unfortunately time
to get your RLA involved. They’ll
sit you down with the hall director
and attempt to do some mediation, which usually will relieve
chosen to go the autopilot route
of loose, easy GERs? The answer
begins with faculty. Now, more
than ever, faculty must specialize
their work intensively to gain tenure-track positions, and currently, liberal arts colleges even hire
based on hyper-specific research
interests. Many of these professors have border-bound interests,
but they don’t necessarily extend
to knowledge from other disciplines. In turn, today’s professors
teach courses on their specialties
on the border of disciplines, rather than developing classes that
demonstrate their broad training
in a mixture of backgrounds.
At Lawrence, a fine example
of this exists surrounding the topic
of global health. In recent years,
the number of students interested in this topic has swelled to
proportions never before seen. In
biology, students can study parasitology with a focus on infectious

these people, as well as keeping
in touch with family and friends
from home.
Over the course of the next
four—or if you are lucky enough,
five—years, we will all have the
privilege to walk the short distance to the next residence hall or
down the hallway to spend time
with each other. This is a rare

all of the legislation, I have given
a brief outlook of why controversy has become the name on
the front of newspapers across
the country. Our biggest possible
failure of health care reform is to
remain silent, to be unaware of
the land mines and forget about
the rewards.
We as Americans tend to shy

write stupid poems with dumb
metaphors, and yes, I would walk
every single mile to drop at her
doorstop and say hi. But at the
same time, it’s not like that’s an
option. I’m happy to endure it, to

time the news comes on, we watch
in fearful anticipation of hearing about another mass murder.
Action movies draw huge crowds,
but leave a bitter aftertaste. We
repress our fear of firearms by
turning shooting into a national
pastime.
The trauma of gun violence permeates our culture.
Technically, the common people
are powerless to create legislation that could actually help, at
least in this political climate, and
preventing gun violence in other
countries, like Kenya, is nigh
impossible. Theoretically, massive
protesting or letter-writing could
make the government listen, but I
doubt that will happen, especially
when we so desperately want gun
violence to remain fictional.

some of the problem but will
introduce a ton of awkwardness.
As unpleasant an endeavor
as this is, keep in mind that taking initiative to solve these problems on your own will help you
far more than you realize in the
future. Learning to deal with difficult people in a diplomatic and
honest way is a vital skill to have
at Lawrence and in your future
career.
Burning metaphysical questions, annoying roommate problems or other random thoughts?
Email
william.e.doreza@lawrence.edu if you’d like to be
advised in next week’s issue.
disease issues. In anthropology,
students can take medical anthropology, which also sits nearby
global health ideologically. But in
neither department are there professors who have studied widely
enough to offer a full course on
global health studies, which is a
truly interdisciplinary field.
When colleges are filled with
faculty who understand breadth,
but don’t necessarily get the
chance to practice it as professors, choices about curriculum
are altered. Today, one of the reasons I like Lawrence is because
I’ve gained a strong understanding of anthropology as an undergraduate major. However, when
the best of kind of education at
Lawrence is highly disciplinary,
I do not think that as a school,
we should pretend that we offer
an intentionally interdisciplinary
experience.

opportunity that we will not easily have again as we disperse into
the world as successful adults.
One of the most precious things
we have is the people in our lives.
We would be denying ourselves
a great amount of joy if we took
the relationships we have, and the
new ones that have the potential
to grow, for granted.

away from the politics but for once
we must stand strong and care
about the law that has the potential to permanently shift us in a
different direction. You can now
make your own educated opinion
on health care reform. We must
only ask each other to remember
that there are two sides to every
issue.

talk about it too much, to develop
extreme couple envy.
For the right people, it’s all
worth it in the end. Watch out for
me at parties, I’ll be the girl carrying my phone like a life preserver.
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